
Preface

Both of us have had the good fortune to work closely with Frederick
Mosteller and learn from him throughout our professional careers. We have
been inspired by his creative approach to statistics and its applications and we,
along with countless others, have benefited from reading his papers and books.
Through this volume we hope to share the variety and depth of Mosteller’s
writings with a new generation of researchers, who can build upon his in-
sights and efforts. In many ways this volume of selected papers can be viewed
as a companion to an earlier volume that we assembled with William Kruskal
and Judith Tanur, A Statistical Model: Frederick Mosteller’s Contributions
to Statistics, Science, and Public Policy, Springer-Verlag (1990), and Fred’s
forthcoming autobiography, which will also be published by Springer-Verlag.

This volume contains a reasonably complete bibliography of Mosteller’s
papers, books and other writings. Several of these, which Fred co-authored
with his friend and long-time collaborator John Tukey, are included in the
multi-volume Collected Works of John W. Tukey (CWJWT). Conveniently,
the bibliography in CWJWT tells whether a paper appears in one of those vol-
umes. CWJWT includes papers P10, P70, P133, and P142 from the Mosteller
bibliography. We say that the bibliography is “reasonably” complete because
we know that Fred continues to work on projects and to collaborate on revi-
sions of books.

We chose the papers for this volume to give a broad perspective on Fred’s
work, ranging from statistical theory through applications in a variety of do-
mains, and reflecting his long and varied career. We iterated with Fred over a
period of a couple of years until we had a collection that captured the nature
of his contributions and also fit within a single volume. Each paper reflects
one or more aspects of Fred’s approach to statistical research and its appli-
cation, and the papers often reflect his general philosophy on how one should
go about doing good science.

In preparing the papers for this volume, we scanned the original, converted
the resulting image to text, and transformed the text into input for LATEX.
By careful proofreading we have tried to ensure that each paper is faithful to
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the original. We have, however, corrected typographic errors in the original
papers when we encountered them (not often) and occasionally made other
straightforward changes. Also, we have restructured some tables, because of
incompatabilities in page size and layout.

We are deeply indebted to a number of others who contributed to the
preparation of the volume, including Cleo Youtz, Marjorie Olson, and Jessa
Piaia at Harvard University, and especially to those who actually prepared
parts of the LATEX document over the 15 years we have been slowly working on
this volume: Valerie Baddon (at York University), Howard Fienberg, Valerie
Lenhart, John Clark, Heather Wainer, and Heidi Sestrich (all at Carnegie
Mellon). Heather in particular has valiantly worked with us to ensure that
the format and content were indeed correct and as consistent as feasible,
given the diversity of the original publications and their format styles, and
she helped immeasurably in the reproduction of the figures from the original
papers.

Stephen E. Fienberg December 24, 2005
David C. Hoaglin




